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ASB Formal Meeting
December 15, 2022

*Meeting motioned at 2:54 on December 15, 2022 by Makenzie*

Absent Members: Jaydin,Heaven, Gia, Sofia, Payton and Katie

I. President: Makenzie
A. Helped with yearbook rally

- Ordered the carnation and created a balloon arch
B. Warm and fuzzy

- Discussed events and guided freshman
- Event was successful

C. Door decoration
- Created the outline and assigned doors for each group

D. Holiday tree
- ASB tree could not be decorated

E. VP project
- Helped Mr. Hobbs lay out bricks for ripon high

F. Working on the leadership finals
G. Board meeting for vp project is coming up

ll. Vice- President: David
A. VP Project

- There was a live stream of us working
- Mini love ripon

B.   NATSUCO application
-     Presented Natsuco Application to Mr. Rangle

C.    Decorate doors
- Door decoration was a success and doors looked great

lll. Administrative Coordinator: Abby Campos
A. Natsuco application is completed

- Presneted the application to Mr. Rangle
B. Created Advisory door and christmas tree rubric
C. Helped serve hot chocolate during lunch for warm and fuzzy week
D. Door decoration ladder:



- It was very successful everyone in my group worked hard
-

lV. Executive Board Member: DIllian
A. December board meeting

- We didn't have a student cabinet meeting for this month
- Reach Out to schools to gain information about each student
- Sworn in a new board member
- One trustee who represents at a state level: More representation for ripon
- Presenting the Natsuco application at board meeting

B. Site council
- Ripon el getting new building/Classrooms (should be built by winter break
- Monthly meeting with admin and school staff

C. ASB holiday tree
- ASB tree could not be decorated

V. Senior President: April
A. Seniors focused on warm and fuzzy

- Senior ornaments were decorated dring lunch
- Christmas tree: Looked very good and great theme

B. Selling senior merch
- Not much left but still a few items left that need to be sold

C. Winterfest meeting
- We are having lip sync dance in the mub
- Came up with a judging ballot
- Kick off rally fashion show: Asking teacher to participate

D. Shopping cart
- Manager had covid so they could not get it but they are meeting soon

E. Budget: 10,379.53

Vl. Junior President: Kylee
A. Balloon crew did a balloon arch for senior rally
B. Winterfest

- Have figured out how they are going to do
C. Warm and fuzzy:

- Participated and helped ASB
- Tree was beach themed

D. Budget: $12,496

Vll. Sophomore president: Claire
A. Winter Formal

- Decorated in the morning, cleaned up after the dance



- Got many at the door sales
- Writing thank you card to all who helped

B. Warm and fuzzy
- Christmas tree was nightmare before christmas themed

C. Winterfest:
- Supplies are ordered and some have came in
- Need to have a meeting to decide dates

D. Budget:  15, 188. 30

Vll. Freshman Representative: Emme
A. Winter Formal: Helped cleaned up after dance
B. Warm and Fuzzy:

- Had a meeting with ASB discussing What we would do for the events
- Trees: Masquerade theme. Turned out well
- Lot of publizing for warm and fuzzy

C. Winterfest:
- Want to include class so have asked for their Be Reals

D. Budget: $3,009.33

Vll. spirit publicity: Ally, Ewan, Elias and Ava
A. Took spirit counts for Warm and fuzzy
B. Purchase order has been placed for new candy
C. Planning basketball theme: senior night and against escalon

Vlll.  Rally commissioners:
A. No Commissioner present

lX.   Athletics:Ava, Nate and Kade
A. Post for Athlete of the Month
B. Have met up to discuss dodge ball
C. Helping classes with their events

X. Technology: Spencer and Gideon
A. Commissioners are having issues singing in the laptop
B. Recorded the positions video

- Should be done by the time we come back from break
C. FInished my intent filming
D. Created the playlist for yearbook rally



Xl. Historian: Gabby D and Gaby C
A. Scrapbook:

- Will begin postsiton spreadsheet  after winter break
B. Taken many pictures at events

Xll. Renaissance: Gabby M and Alizeh
A. Study buddy night

- Order the snack
- Made announcements
- Worked on the procedure form
- Sectioned off the table based on subjects
- Emails were sent out to link crew, parents and teachers

B. Night really:
- Served hot chocolate throughout the rally

XlV. Public relations:
A. No commissioner Present

ll. Standing : Makenzie and April
A. Balloon crew

- Made a huge balloon arch for the yearbook rally
- New balloons will be ordered

B.   Sign Committee
-     Senior officer committee
-     Dude be nice signs were put up, next will be winterfest
-     They need to find containers big enough to hold signs

lll. Special Committee: Makenzie and April
A. Door decorating:

- Came up with the groups and team leader
- Purchase Order filled out for the wrapping paper
- Created the format for doors
- It creates a positive impact on campus, students and teachers enjoyed it
- Should link crew be involved next time

B. My intent:
- Video was created and pushed out to advisory
- Tables were set up to be
- Bracelets have been distributed
- Learned how to create the bracelets



*Meeting adjourned at 3:23 on December 15, 2022, by Makenzie *

Approval of minutes:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________



























January ASB Report

Name: Dillan Saltsman
Position: ASB Executive Board Member
Date: 6 February 2023

Position Assessment:

This month involved multiple meetings as the schools prepared to open again after the long
winter break. With the start of the new year, LCAP results were released and discussed for our
district. I had a meeting with the Superintendent to talk about our increasing emphasis upon arts
education in particular. I subsequently attended a site council meeting where we discussed what
we would want to add to the LCAP concentration list in order to best serve the needs and
concerns of our students/staff. I was also invited by Mr. Rangel to attend a district-wide LCAP
site council meeting at Harvest High. Here, staff and students were able to give feedback and
relevant context from their perspective on the concerns that parents and students brought up on
the LCAP survey.

The board meeting made those LCAP results public, discussing how we score relatively high in
all areas. Ripon still lacks on the math standards and Ripon High in particular deals with chronic
absenteeism. However two schools, Ripon El and Park View, were distinguished for performing
exceptionally well this past year. The January Board Meeting also involved reviewing the
district-wide annual audit, which returned clear of any issues. The audit provides an unbiased
opinion which is the highest quality opinion that can be performed and achieved by an auditing
agency. The district is doing well with its funding this year but caution is recommended as our
reliance upon one-time funding will not be renewed by the governor’s measures in the coming
year, possibly hinting at a shortfall. Our Vice Presidents also presented on their community
service project which was exciting to hear and the last step in completing our NatStuCo
application for this year.

In the weeks following the board meeting, I attended a student board member training virtually
with the California School Board Association. I got to learn a lot about caveats of board
interactions under the Brown Act. I am currently putting together an addition to my February
Student Report recapping the training and I can hopefully pass on this professional insight to the
individual who will be filling my position in the coming year. In preparation for the February
board meeting, a student cabinet meeting was held. I assisted with preparation for that meeting in
light of present concerns by contacting the new Secretary to the Superintendent and organizing
email notifications for the meetings. I also tried to get attendance issues figured out.



In the future, I will be attending a site council meeting again and also creating my Student Board
Report for February. I will be having a meeting with the Superintendent to review the agenda and
then hopefully follow up on the special board meeting that was held to discuss the open property
adjacent to Harvest High.

Standing committee:

I am part of the Club Committee. Our committee has progressed forward with the idea of club
publicity on the bulletin board so canva creations are currently being submitted by club leaders
to be laminated and tacked on.

Special committee:

I am involved with numerous spring committees to report upon. I am currently assisting with
Valentine hearts which were distributed to me by Brianna. I will cut out and write on hearts so
each student gets a personalized message expressing appreciation for them on Valentine’s Day. I
am also involved in the 8th grade welcome day committee so I talked to Gabby and Alizeh about
the plan for that. They were hoping that clubs could be involved to give 8th graders a better feel
for high school involvement. I could definitely coordinate that but I must meet with the entire
committee in order to determine how that may happen. For the CADA conference, I agreed to
present as long as I have a partner with me. I am excited to share knowledge with the middle
school students in our CADA area. For the Almond Blossom Parking Lot committee, I am a
leader and we deliberated on how to keep people accountable for working their shift. I liked the
idea of establishing shift leads that would be in charge of each shift. For the future I will be
working on the Challenge committee, Tribe Awards committee, and Gallery of the Arts
committee as needed. I will also be assisting the Dodgeball committee by helping to clean up
after one of the matches.

Mentorship Evaluation:

Although it was sad to lose our old mentorship pairing that we had since Core Camp, I was
intrigued to find out who my new mentor would be for this semester. I was paired with Lucia
which is awesome because she is a great person to talk to. David has begun creating monthly
quests for us to do with our mentor which is fun because it prompts us to get closer with our
mentors. This month, we were to go out to lunch with our mentor. Lucia and I went out one day
to a nice lunch spot together. It was nice and gave us a chance to share all things leadership. The
juniors’ organization of prom is to be soon approaching and I am excited to hear more about that.
Our quest for next month is the same lunch but we will specifically discuss the legacy we want to
leave at Ripon High, which should be interesting.



Concerns:

A concern I have is the intense ways that many individuals in our leadership community are
currently struggling. The medical incident that happened in class revealed a lot of deeper
sentiments that my peer leaders are holding. It also revealed the ways they were struggling in
personal life and how the incident served as a tipping point. The restorative circle further
highlighted that people deal with unexpected struggles in their lives that we have no knowledge
of. Then it is also important to note that the community as a whole has experienced the tragic
loss of a Ripon High alumni. Even those who weren’t personally close with him knew him by
name. He was such an accomplished and genuinely kindhearted individual as well as a past
leader in this program. Overall, this month of January has been characterized by grief, stress and
hardship for many of us.

Positive comment:

I want to dedicate my positive comment once again towards Makenzie. When a medical
emergency occurred in class, she was one person who stood out for helping her peers. She was
intentional in making sure that everyone was okay since the entire class was shaken by that
incident. She then reached out via text message to everyone that day extending her support for us
all. She definitely holds our class together well through the thick and thin moments. She puts her
most authentic self forward and it is these moments that shine with how caring, strong, and
empathetic of a person she is. I consider it a great privilege to serve the student body under her
leadership in our program.
 
Change:

One thing I would like to see is people extend compassion towards one another. After we pass
through a tough and challenging moment in time, we tend to push it away and not talk much
about it. I fear that some people may embark upon struggles in isolation, missing out on the
understanding that we are a lot more similar than we may perceive ourselves to be. It is
understandable that everyone has a part of their personal story that they don’t speak out loud.
However, I feel like we can lead ourselves as more compassionate individuals towards one
another with that in mind. I was very fond of our core principles this year. They were:

1. Be purposeful, be passionate, be powerful through communication.
2. Work with each other, not against.
3. We starts with you.
4. Rise and fall in unity.



I helped to develop the document which would be sent to Norm suggesting ideas of what we
should work on at Encore. I find it admirable the supportive atmosphere we create for one
another in our safe Leadership space. I am interested in seeing how we will be able to work with
our core principles to be a stronger team together as we tackle the rest of the year.

My Impact:

Right now I am working on a very large club event. The Environmental Advocacy Club plans to
take a trip down to Monterey, CA in the beginning of March. We will hike by the sea, visit some
tidepools, and then stop by the Monterey Bay Aquarium. It is in partnership with Hiking Club
and sponsored in part by the Ripon Boosters Club. We are even going to have matching t-shirts
and Mr. Ramirez will be there so I am very excited. The club also recently partnered with the
Gravity Water Youth Initiative, partnering with our sister school in Vietnam to transition them
from groundwater dependence to entirely rainwater harvesting. We are tasked with raising
$2,500 before the end of the year so we are currently collaborating to decide how this is going to
be possible for us. I am so thankful for the fact that this club has developed so much over the
past three years that I have been part of it. I feel very good about leaving such a strong
foundation for this club as I aim to pass it on to my trusted peers in the coming years.


